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ABSTRACT
￿
The oscillations of chromosomes associated with a single spindle pole in monocen-
tric and bipolar spindles were analysed by time-lapse cinematography in mitosis of primary
cultures of lung epithelium from the newt Taricha granulosa . Chromosomes oscillate toward
and away from the pole in all stages of mitosis including anaphase . The duration, velocity, and
amplitude of such oscillations are the same in all stages of mitosis . The movement away from
the pole in monocentric spindle is rapid enough to suggest the existence of a previously
unrecognized active component in chromosome movement, presumably resulting from a
pushing action of the kinetochore fiber. During prometaphase oscillations, chromosomes may
approach the pole even more closely than at the end of anaphase . Together, these observations
demonstrate that a monopolar spindle is sufficient to generate the forces for chromosome
transport, both toward and away from the pole .
The coordination of the aster/centrosome migration in prophase with the development of
the kinetochore fibers determines the course of mitosis . After the breaking of the nuclear
envelope in normal mitosis, aster/centrosome separation is normally followed by the rapid
formation of bipolar chromosomal fibers . There are two aberrant extremes that may result from
a failure in coordination between these processes : (a) A monocentric spindle will arise when
aster separation does not occur, and (b) an anaphaselike prometaphase will result if the aster/
centrosomal complexes are already well-separated and bipolar chromosomal fibers do not
form . In the latter case, the two monopolar prometaphase half-spindles migrate apart, each
containing a random number of two chromatid (metaphase) monopolar-oriented chromo-
somes . This random segregation of prometaphase chromosomes displays many features of a
standard anaphase and may be followed by a false cleavage . The process of polar separation
during prometaphase occurs without any visible interzonal structures . Aster/centrosomes and
monopolar spindles migrate autonomously by an unknown mechanism. There are, however,
firm but transitory connections between the aster centerand the kinetochores as demonstrated
by the occasional synchrony of centrosome-kinetochore movement . The data suggest that aster
motility is important in the progress of both prometaphase and anaphase in normal mitosis.
The bipolar mitotic apparatus normally provides the structural
basis for equal chromosome segregation . The observations
reported here demonstrate, however, that a bipolar spindle is
not necessary either for chromosome-to-pole movement or for
polar migration. Thus, a monopolar spindle or "half-spindle"
appears to be the basic functional unit of mitosis .
In a standard bipolar mitotic spindle, two essential steps
assure precise segregation of the genetic material . In the first,
double-chromatid chromosomes are bipolar oriented; in the
second, they are aligned in an equatorial, metaphase position .
Thus, the sister kinetochores come to point toward two opposite
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poles . After chromosome splitting in the kinetochore region at
the start of anaphase, sister chromosomes migrate in opposite
directions. Failure to follow these steps may lead to malfunc-
tions in the process of mitotic segregation . For example, per-
sistent monopolar chromosomal orientation and/or the failure
to form a bipolar spindle results in monocentric division . The
random premature distribution of chromosomes in prometa-
phase, when they still have double-chromatid structure, leads
to anaphaselike prometaphase (9).
Monocentric divisions, occurring either naturally or as the
result of experimental manipulation, have been deEcríbed in
33various groups of organisms . Fankhauser (19) studied mono-
centric spindles after polyspermic fertilization in the newt.
Metz (34, 35) observed them during spermatogenesis of the fly
Sciara, Scott (54) identified them in paedogenetic reproduction
in the beetle Micromalthus, and Fux (20) and Camenzind and
Fux (17) described them in the gall midge Mycophila . The
monocentric spindle is a common result of a variety of exper-
imental treatments such as low temperature (43) or colchicine
(11), especially in tissue culture cells (18) and in the eggs of
marine animals (31, 33, 40, 57) .
Anaphaselike prometaphase, unlike monocentric division, is
a little-known phenomenon, although it was reported in cancer
cellsby Galeotti in 1893 (cited in reference 60) . Peters (Fig. 18
of reference 41) shows a typical anaphaselike prometaphase
chromosome arrangement in cornea cells of Triturus recovering
from colchicine treatment but makes a few comments concern-
ing this configuration; Zirkle (p. 536 ofreference 64) mentions
six (not analyzed) time-lapse records of such division in newt
heart fibroblasts . The chromosome distribution, the structure
of asters, and the false interzone that occur during this process
have been studied in a tetraploid line ofPtK2 cells where the
process was compared to a random first meiotic division (15) .
In the present study, certain aspects of monocentric division
and anaphaselike prometaphase are analyzed to promote an
understanding both of the origin of these two phenomena in
diploid newt cells and of the conditions required for transfor-
mation of a monocentric spindle into a bipolar configuration.
It appears that the major factor in these malfunctions is an
unexplained tendency towards the long-distance migration (7,
9) of aster/centrosomal complexes. Fig . 1 summarizes the
observed relations between the malfunctions that may occur
spontaneously in untreated cells in tissue culture.
Chromosome oscillations in anaphase, although previously
observed (14), have drawn little attention in the literature (45) .
This report is the first in which the oscillations of monopolar
oriented chromosomes in monocentric division are analyzed in
detail and compared to similar oscillations that occur in stand-
ard bipolar anaphase . The pattern ofchromosome migrations
in prometaphase monopolar spindles and the chromosome
oscillations that occur during anaphase are very similar . This
suggests that chromosome migration in all stages of mitosis
may not be unidirectional but may occur in an oscillatory
fashion. The mitotic mechanism remains unknown, but it may
involve an "oscillating" system capable oftransportingmaterial
in two opposite directions within the same spatial domain in
quick succession. This feature of mitosis in the newt may turn
out to be a significant aspect of a general mitotic mechanism .
The present analysis provides convincing evidence both of
pushing by chromosomal and/or astral fibers in living cells
and of lateral interactions between neighboring chromosome
fibers. These observations on the migration of monocentric
spindle lead to reevaluation of the concept of the central
spindle (32) . The central spindle present in numerous lower
organisms (21, 26, 58) may not have a homologous counterpart
in the astral mitosis of higher organisms .
Terminology
Some of the phenomenon described here are known in the
literature by different names, or else the published nomencla-
ture is not used consistently. Therefore, the less familiar terms
and those with subtle distinctions are discussed below.
ANAPHASELIKE PROMETAPHASE VS . FALSE ANAPHASE :
Anaphaselike prometaphase (9) is the random, usually transi-
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FIGURE 1
￿
Migration of centrosomes with asters and development
of the spindle. Arrows show possible modifications and transfor-
mations of the spindle during the course of mitosis in the newt
epithelium. A, Standard course of mitosis . Extreme cases are mon-
opolar spindle (8), star configuration (C), and anaphaselike pro-
metaphase (D) . 8-D result from either the delay of centrosome
separation or the dissociation from the spindle of one aster without
anychromosome . Anaphaselike prometaphase results from the fail-
ure of formation of bipolar kinetochore fibers and precocious mi-
gration of asters . These malfunctions tend to be corrected during a
considerably prolonged (long arrows) prometaphase, which is not
always fully successful and may result in the formation of a multi-
polar spindle . Thus, prometaphase-metaphase is a prerequisite for
bipolar (multipolar) chromosome distribution . If these malfunctions
are not corrected, then false cleavage occurs (cytokinesis divides
prometaphase chromosomes into two sets of arbitrary size) or a
restitution nucleus (4n) is formed .
tory segregation of a diploid or multiploid chromosome set
shortly after the breaking of the nuclear envelope . It is not
preceded by formation of the metaphase plate. Chromosomes
stiff contain two chromatids, not single chromatids as in normal
anaphase . The region between separating double-chromatid
chromosome groups is called "false interzone ." Anaphaselike
prometaphase has been called a meiosislike division or "false
anaphase" by Brenner et al . (p . 374 of reference 15) .
"False anaphase" as defined by Zirkle (64) is, however, a
different type ofmitotic disturbance. It occurs after a prolonged
metaphase with what is probably a very short, bipolar spindle .
The metaphase chromosomes are distributed randomly, often
as "rosettes" in star configurations . False anaphase is the
terminal stage of an aberrant mitosis ; it also has been observed
in newt epithelial cultures (A . S. Bajer et al ., unpublished
observations) . Anaphaselike prometaphase is not a final stageof mitosis and formation of a metaphase plate and a standard
anaphase may follow .
MONOCENTRIC VS . MONOPOLAR SPINDLES :
￿
A mono-
centric spindle is a structure, not necessarily spindle-shaped, in
which the chromosomes are functionally connected to a single
pole . This term refers either to a monopolar spindle, which is
a single cone and not a spindle-shaped structure, or to a star
configuration . In a star configuration, the chromosomes are
arranged in a circle (in flat cells) or a sphere (in round ones) .
Star configurations correspond to certain types of monasters,
a term not used here . A monocentric spindle leads to an
abortive, monocentric mitosis and a 4n restitution nucleus.
MONOPOLAR VS . BIPOLAR ORIENTATION AND CEN-
TROPHILIC CHROMOSOMES : Mitotic chromosomes that are
functionally connected to a single pole are said to be monopolar
oriented ; those connected to two poles are called bipolar ori-
ented. In the prometaphase bipolar spindle the term centro-
philic (59, 63) refers to chromosomes that associate with a
single pole rather than migrating to the spindle equator . The
term will be used here interchangeably with monopolar-ori-
ented chromosomes, because centrophilic chromosomes have
either one or two sister kinetochores connected to a single pole
(38) until reorientation . In the former case, one of the kineto-
chores is lacking kinetochore fiber (9 ; J . Mol6-Bajer and A . S .
Bajer, manuscript submitted for publication) .
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Primary cultures ofthe lung epithelium ofthe Oregon newt (Taricha granulosa,
granulosa, with 2n=22) were used . Monolayer primary cultures were grown in
modified (49) Rose chambers (47) in Liebowitz' (28) L-15 medium at pH 7.25 .
The methods were described previously (9, 45) . Observations were made at 21°-
22°C, although no differences were found in cultures grown at 26°C . Table I
gives the typical distribution of the mitotic stages and disturbances studied in
these cultures .
Time-lapse recording was done with a phase (32x Leitz) objective, N.A . 0.40,
combined with a Reichert anoptral condenser andWild photographic eyepieces
(5x, 6x,and8x) . Numerous cells were also recorded with DICNomarski optics
(Zeiss) and a polarizing microscope with Nikon rectified optics . Both these
systems, however, require disassembly ofthe Rose chambers which often results
in the cells rounding up. Most ofthe records analyzed are of cells photographed
with phase contrast in Rose chambers in their undisturbed growth environment.
Recording was done on Kodak 16-min negative film Technical Pan 2415 (AH
Estar base), processed in Kodak developer HC-110 . All films were taken with an
Arriflex 16-mm camera equipped with a register pin, assuring the precise align-
ment ofconsecutive frames . L-W projectors (Mark V and Athena 224-B ; L-W
International, Woodland Hills, CA) were used either alone or inconjunction with
a chart recorder for film analysis . Projection at I frame/s onto a chart recorder
with paper transport (12.5 cm/min) perpendicular to the direction of migration
permitted one to follow the movement of superimposed chromosomes which
would have been more difficult with standard frame-by-frame analysis . Allow-
ances were made for changes ofdirections by rotating the chartrecorder. Usually,
the movement of only afewchromosomes in one cell could be analyzed, but in
some cells, over 20 chromosomes could be followed . As the centrosome is not
visible in all cells during the whole process of mitosis, its position was often
estimated with a precision of -1 lam as the center toward which the chromosomes
oscillate, i .e ., as the point where the extrapolated paths of the chromosome
oscillations intersect (following Wolf[61, 621). The measurements of the paths of
No . of ex-
￿
Prometa-
plants Prophase phase Metaphase Anaphase
7
oscillating chromosomes were done either by frame-by-frame analysis or directly
during slow projection with a Panasonic electronic ruler, JE 8210U. The latter
type of measurements contain an --20% error.
The present analysis revealed that slow projection ratesmay result in consid-
erable distortion ofmovements due to the mechanical design ofmost projectors.
This presents additional difficulties for the analysis of movements. The LW
projectors used in the present analysis have reasonable vertical registration, but
the lateral alignment ofsuccessive frames is poor . This affects the precision of the
measurements, dependingonthe orientation ofthe objectin the frame . Therefore,
only well-defined displacements in space (1 lam and longer) will be discussed
here .
RESULTS
Bipolar vs . Monopolar Orientation
Bipolar chromosome orientation, which is a prerequisite for
equal chromosome distribution, is achieved in prometaphase
and finalized in metaphase .
A delay in the formation of bipolar kinetochore fibers and
consequent monopolar orientation is a recurrent feature of
urodele and PtK i epithelial cells (46) and probably of astral
mitosis in general . Monopolar chromosomes in the newt mi-
grate towards the centrosome where they tend to be radially
arranged until reorientation .
Typical bipolar and monopolar orientations of double chro-
matid chromosomes can often be distinguished in living cells
(Fig . 2) . The arms of monopolar oriented chromosomes are
rather J or U shaped . Their kinetochore regions point toward
a single pole and usually move without change of shape . The
significance of rarely observed changes of shape is discussed
below . In contrast, the distal parts of bipolar oriented chro-
mosomes are often nearly motionless; only the kinetochores
and the proximal regions of the arms oscillate.
Aster Mobility and Prometaphase Elongation of
the Spindle
Newt mitosis is typified by large asters best visualized by
immunochemical techniques (9) . The two centrosome/aster
complexes that start migration in prophase are separated by
varying distances during the breaking of the nuclear envelope .
Immunochemical studies did not detect any traces of a central
spindle between separating chromosomes . As such, they are in
agreement with EM data on corresponding newt (36) and rat
kangaroo (44) cells . The centrosome is often visible in the
center of the aster, even in phase microscopy (Fig . 2) . It has a
diameter of-0.4 ftm . Its displacement is occasionally detected
on consecutive frames of 16-mm film, e.g., at 6- to 10-s inter-
vals . It can move in diverse ways, ranging from a straight line
to an erratic rocking .
The course of early prometaphase depends to a great extent
on the distance between the kinetochores and the centrosomes/
asters as well as on the orientation of kinetochores at the
moment the nuclear envelope breaks. These factors influence
the appearance of functional kinetochore fibers during early
TAKE I
Mitosis in Primary Cultures of Newt Lung Epithelium : Distribution of Mitotic Stages and Mitotic Aberrations in Primary Explants : 21 °C
Anaphase-
like pro-
￿
Monopolar
Telophase metaphase spindle Star
Thenumber of prometaphases should be >43, since a high percentage of the monopolar-star configurations transforms eventually into a standard prometaphase .
The number of monopolar-star configurations was exceptionally high in these cultures . 28 of 43 prometaphases had centrophilic chromosomes, and in four cells
(three monopolar and one prophase) single asters without chromosomeswere observed in different stages of dissociation (see reference 9) .
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prometaphase ; such fibers are detected especially well in po-
larizing microscopes (8, 50). The elongating, early prometa-
phase spindle is very thin and may contain as few as two
bipolar oriented chromosomes ; some centrophilics are often
located close to both poles. In cultured newt epithelial cells, as
in meiosis of crane fly (27), the spindle is shortest at the end of
metaphase . The shortening and thickening of the newt pro-
metaphase spindle occurs during the reorientation of the mon-
opolar chromosomes located at both poles and their migration
to the equatorial plate (Fig. 3) . If a metaphase plate is estab-
lished, a standard anaphase follows . Prometaphase is, however,
the most unpredictable stage of mitosis showing two aberrant
extremes : the first is anaphaselike prometaphase and the sec-
ond, monocentric division . These extreme malfunctions result
from improper timing of three normal processes: aster migra-
tion (centrosome separation), the breaking of the nuclear en-
velope, and the formation of bipolar kinetochore fibers .
Certain cells contain normally separating asters with centro-
somes, but the formation of bipolar kinetochore fibers after
breaking of the nuclear envelope is delayed for -10 min (at
21 °-22°C) . In these cases all the double-chromatid chromo-
somes become randomly arranged in monopolar orientation
toward the two poles (asters) . The two prometaphase half-
spindles, each with a random number of chromosomes, con-
tinue their migration in an anaphaselike fashion . The breaking
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FIGURE 3 The shortening of a prome-
taphase spindle . The distance between
centrosomes (A) and between sister
chromosome groups (8) plotted against
the time . The comparatively slow (over
2 h) shortening of the spindle occurs at
variable rates and is interrupted by pe-
riods of elongation (60min and 110 min) .
The highest rate of shortening is -0.7
ym/mih, while for comparison each sis-
ter chromosome group in anaphase of
this cell moves nearly twice as fast (1 .25
lim/min) . Anaphase starts at 138 min .
Ce1196/80 . 21 °C.
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ofthe nuclear envelope is, therefore, not followed by formation
of a bipolar spindle (Figs . 4 and 5) as in standard prometa-
phase . The distance of migration toward the cell periphery
varies from -30 ILm (which is the approximate length of the
metaphase spindle) to - 150 lim, i.e., about four times longer
than anaphase separation. During the migration of these pro-
metaphase half-spindles, chromosomes oscillate in the same
way as in monocentric spindles with a diploid set (see next
section, "Monocentric Spindle"). This process is rather dra-
matic during film projection : one or both asters with mono-
polar-oriented chromosomes migrate toward the periphery of
the cell; very little, if any, shortening of the chromosomes-to-
pole distance is seen . The cellmay finally pinch into two (seven
cases with three time-lapse records) .
In most cases, one of the monopolar spindles, often contain-
ing only a few chromosomes, rotates at the cell periphery 90°-
180° (Figs . 4 and 5) . This provides additional evidence that
the interzone of the type found in standard anaphase is not
required in the separation of the poles . The rotation of the
aster is followed by its migration toward the other, often
stationary aster/centrosome . Migration, often taking place in
an erratic manner, finally leads to the fusion of the two
prometaphase half-spindles and the formation of a bipolar or
multipolar spindle . "Backward" migration without previous
rotation has not been observed. The fusion of two prometa-
phase half-spindles always occurs in a similar manner, i .e .,
nearly sideways and not back-to-back . The fusion begins after
FIGURE 2
￿
Aster behavior and monopolar vs . bipolar orientation . Dueto the pronounced mobility of the asters, thewhole mitotic
apparatus rotates . Centrosomes (marked by arrows in a-e) are not visible in all frames, because of their movements out of focus
and the change of cell shape . Monopolar oriented (centrophilic) chromosomes close to the poles, seen in a-c, resemble anaphase
orientation . Only about one third of prometaphase chromosomes (at a) are initially bipolar oriented, and they form a thin bipolar
spindle . During rotation of themitoticapparatus (curved arrow in b) asters have atendency to dissociate from the spindle, and the
mitoticapparatus assumes a somewhat crescent shape . Normal metaphase (d), anaphase (e), andcleavage follow . Time in minutes
after a : b, 60 ; c, 97; d, 245; e, 268, f, 323. 21 °C. Bar in b, 10 ftm.
A . S . Bnlea
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￿
Anaphaselike prometaphase followed by formation of a bipolar spindle. Centrosomes are only seen in some frames
(thin arrow in a and f) . The lower half-spindle is comparatively stationary while the upper one migrates and rotates to the right
(curved arrow at a) . This is followed by a migration up and finally to the left (curved arrow in e) . At the same time (e) the lower
half-spindle rotates to the right and a few chromosomes become bipolar oriented (arrow in f) . Their number increases and a
standard metaphase is followed by anaphase and cleavage (not shown) . The process of fusion lasts --1 h . Theduration of anaphase
is normal as seen from h (beginning of anaphase) and i. (See also Fig . 5, which shows the same process in a different cell .) Time
in minutes after a : b, 6 ; c, 14 ; d, 31 ; e, 50; f, 58; g, 63 ; h, 123; i, 135. 22°C . Bar in b, 10 pm .
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FIGURE 6
￿
Migration of star configuration . The distance of the cen-
ter of star from an arbitrary point plotted againsttime. The maximum
velocity (1 Itm/min) of this star is somewhat slower but within the
range of anaphase migration of a single sister chromosome group .
(Insets A-D) Drawings of the star configuration in positionsA-D at
Monocentric Spindle
FIGURE 5
￿
Anaphaselike prometaphase and fusion of prometaphase half-spindles . The time in minutes is marked on drawings . (A)
The distance between centrosomes and (8) sister chromosome groups (white circles) and centrosomes (black circles) . Recording
of this cell started when one (upper) chromosome group began its return movement toward the other, nearly stationary
prometaphase half-spindle . The upper half-spindle was a typical monopolar spindle and the lower a star configuration . Chromo-
some arrangement in the star configuration began to change when the centrosomes were -55 fLm apart, i .e ., nearly twice as long
as the average metaphase spindle (30 gm) . The chromosomes from both chromosome groups began to migrate toward the center
(equator) at 11 .5 min ( 71.5'on figure represents 11 .5 min) . These chromosomes formed a thin bipolar spindle (13-24 min) and the
others gradually migrated one by one to the metaphase plate . Velocity of anaphase separation between the two chromosome
groups (2 .7 gm/min) was somewhat slower than the return migration during anaphaselike prometaphase (3 ,um/min) which,
however, was rather rapid in this cell . Cell 121/80 . 22 °C.
one or a few chromosomes establish bipolarity (Fig . 5) ; then
the remaining chromosomes behave like centrophilics during
a standard prometaphase, gradually becoming bipolar oriented
and migrating toward the equatorial region .
Anaphaselike prometaphase in our newt cultures is rare,
with an estimated frequency of 1:100 ± 50 . The very start of
this process, which begins shortly after breaking of the nuclear
envelope, was observed only once . In all other cases, anaphase-
like prometaphase has been noticed only when chromosome
groups were already separated (cf. also reference 15) . Ana-
phaselike prometaphase has been observed in 31 cells including
cells prepared for immunochemical (9) and EM studies . The
following chromosome distributions were observed in eight
cells : 3-19 (two times), 4-18, 6-16, 7-15, 8-14, 10-12, and 1 I-
11 . Because of the chromosome configuration in other cells, a
precise count was impossible but was estimated to be between
8-14 and 11-11 . In 18 time-lapse records, anaphaselike pro-
metaphase was followed either by normal metaphase and
anaphase (14 cells) or by multipolar anaphase (4 cells) . In
several other cells, however, the migration of asters with cen-
trosomes ceased simultaneously with the appearance of bipo-
lar-oriented chromosomes . These cases may be considered as
a transition from anaphaselike prometaphase to normal pro-
metaphase .
The failure of astral separation or the dissociation of one
aster from the spindle in prophase (9, 19, 55) results, as a rule,
left . Note that in D the formation of the restitution nucleus has
already started . The movements between two arrows pointing
downward and upward are at constant velocity . Cf. also fig . 5 . Cell
19/80.21'C .
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FIGURE 7 Monopolar spindle: the result of a delay in separation of
centrosomes . There is only about a 2-h delay in separation of centro-
somes, and micrographs a-f represent an intermediate configuration
between monopolar spindle and star configuration . All monopolar
oriented chromosomes (e .g ., those marked by dots and triangles) oscil-
late toward and away from the pole . The average distance between
kinetochores and the pole where centrosomes are often seen is consid-
ered as the spindle length . The monopolar spindle shortens negligibly
(time a-f) if compared to anaphase half-spindle . The cell gradually
rounds up (f), rotates (g), and elongates somewhat before the start of
anaphase (h) . Bipolar spindle forms during rounding up of the cell, and
details are not plainly visible even during film projection . Time in
minutes after a : b, 18; c, 21 ; d, 24; e, 26 ; f, 50 ; g, 105 ; h, 247 ; i, 257 ; j, 272 .
Chromosome oscillations in this cell are shown in Figs . 8-10. 21°C . Bar,
20 Am .in the formation of a monopolar spindle. Chromosomes tend
to swing around the pole, which leads to slow transformations
into a star configuration (Fig. 1). This occurs without a change
in the average distance between the kinetochores and the
centrosome. The transformation usually lasts a few hours at
22°C; the kinetochores (chromosomes) finally become ar-
ranged in a complete, or nearly complete, circle in flat cells, or
at the periphery of a sphere in round ones. The encircling
movement is reminiscent of standard late anaphase/early tel-
ophase rearrangements when the chromosomes of each sister
chromosome group change position and become arranged in a
semicircle before formation of the telophase nucleus (cf. Fig.
13 b and 1).
Both configurations of a monocentric spindle (i.e., mono-
polar or star configuration) may transform into a bipolar
spindle (Figs. 1 and 7), followed by a standard anaphase. The
latter occurs in ^-85% of the cells at 26°C. Formation of
restitution nuclei (4n) usually results from the star configura-
tion; their formation, however, is rare (<5%). Occasionally,
double-chromatid chromosomes split before the formation of
the restitution nucleus but do not migrate. The frequency of
this process is unknown. In either case, mitosis is prolonged by
a factor of 2-3. The complete dissociation of asters that leads
to the formation of a monopolar spindle occurs in <5% of the
cells. In contrast, a delay of the separation and migration of
centrosomes (centrioles) is common and occurs in 20-50% of
the cells in some batches of our cultures (--50% in Table I). In
such cells, within minutes after the breaking of the nuclear
envelope, all the chromosomes of the diploid set become
monopolar oriented toward one center, the size of which is
perhaps determined by the distance between the centrioles (9).
Monocentric spindles usually show pronounced mobility
(Fig. 6). They migrate toward the cell periphery, often rotating
and moving in the opposite direction; their rate ofmigration is
comparable to, though somewhat slower than, the rate of
anaphase half-spindles. The mobility of a star is usually less
pronounced than that of the monopolar spindle, and its migra-
tion gradually ceases before the formation of the restitution
nucleus.
FIGURE 8
￿
Kinetochore path during 10 min of chromo-
some oscillations in a monopolar spindle. The numbers
show the distance (ftm) traveled in 20 min. This spindle
transforms into a standard bipolar one (Fig. 7) . Oscilla-
tions of some chromosomes are shown in Fig . 9. Large
circles mark the beginning (0 time) of measurements
and small black ones mark 10 min later. Measurements
(white circles) were done every 30 s. The paths of several
chromosomes are superimposed and, for clarity, longer
paths are drawn only for a few chromosomes, and the
paths of all chromosomes are not shown. After 10 min
of migration, the location of some kinetochores is close
to their starting position while others migrate -7 pin (cf.
E, G, and F) . Kinetochores in the same general region
shown (e.g., upper part of the spindle and right side)
have similar paths, with some exceptions. Chromosomes
at the edge usually oscillate less (13, 10) . Few chromo-
somes usually located farther from the center make long
migrations (37, 43; ). Molè-Baler and A. S. Baler, manu-
script submitted for publication). There is a general slow
clockwise displacement of several chromosomes in the
upper part of the spindle which varies for different
chromosomes. The paths are either straight for a dis-
tance of a few ftm or oscillate somewhat sideways,
especially when chromosomes do not migrate for a long
distance. Cell 88/80.21 ° C.
Other characteristic features of monopolar spindles are the
oscillatory movements discussed in the next section and their
tendency to change from a monopolar to a bipolar orientation.
In a few cases, however, the bipolar oriented chromosomes (in
one cell, 20 out of 21) changed orientation to become mono-
polar, and restitution nuclei were finally formed. Such obser-
vations are rather unexpected, since it seems well-documented
(4, 39) that once a bipolar kinetochore fiber is established it
has considerable stability.
Oscillatory Movements of Monopolar-
oriented Chromosomes
All double-chromatid chromosomes ofstationary or migrat-
ing monocentric spindles execute repeated oscillatory move-
ments toward and away from the centrosome, or a region 2-3
um in diameter lying at the aster's center. These movements
occur with kinetochores pointing to the center (Fig. 8). Occa-
sionally, one or a few chromosomes swing around the center
through an angle as great as 45° during 30 min. There is a
little variation in the behavior of chromosomes from different
cells with respect to paths, amplitude, or frequency of oscilla-
tions (Figs. 9, 10, 15, and Table II). Changes of direction and
velocity can occur either gradually or abruptly. The shapes and
slopes of the distance vs. time curve during long movements
(few micrometers) towards and away from the center are often
identical. They resemble mirror reflections of one another.
Abrupt 180° changes in direction may occur within 10 s and
often do not retrace the same paths. Due to technical limitations
(see Materials and Methods) it was not possible to establish
whether these movements over a longer distance occur in a
"perfect" straight line with a constant velocity or are oscillatory.
The most common sorts of movements are smalljerks with an
amplitude of 0.3-1.5 ,um, during which kinetochores and ad-
jacent parts of chromosome arms are often stretched. Conse-
quently, the ends of chromosome arms either can follow the
kinetochores synchronously or their movements may be some-
what delayed (Fig. 9).
During movement away from the center the ends of chro-
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41mosome arms either oscillate slightly or occasionally bend,
especially if they meet some mechanical resistance (Fig. 10) .
The importance ofthis observation is stressed in the Discussion .
The similarity ofthe movements of neighboring chromosomes
42
TA13LE II
Oscillations of Monopolar Oriented Chromosomes with
Amplitude 1 Pm and Higher at 21-22°C
Single oscillation
Data based on Fig . 15. For comparison, the average velocity of a single
chromosome group in standard anaphase is 1 .3 ym/min and of migration of
monopolar spindle 1.0 gm/min, the latter average of four cells . Velocities of
the order 0.5-1 .2 Am/min are most common in all stages for all types of
movements, including spindle elongation and shortening, and those >3 Am/
min are rare . The average velocities of oscillations in a single cell vary from 0.7
to 1 .4 Am/min . The estimated number of oscillations perchromosome set/h,
varies in different cells from 350 to 520 and is similar in all stages of mitosis .
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varies from none at all to an almost perfect synchrony (Figs . 9
and 10) that may last as long as 45 min . The factor that seems
to be a prerequisite for synchronous, or coupled, movement is
the closeness of neighboring kinetochores . During the projec-
tion of a film, it is possible to see that the start of synchronous
movements coincides with the lateral approach of neighboring
chromosomes. Thus, the synchrony of movement is better seen
during projection than in graphs that do not simultaneously
show both the position of multiple kinetochores in relation to
one another and their distances from the centrosome . Syn-
chrony can most easily be traced in flat cells where chromo-
somes are arranged in one layer . No such correlations could be
detected in rounded cells . Some other characteristics of move-
ment are given in Fig . 10 and Table II .
The oscillatory movements become less pronounced in the
late development of the star configuration and gradually cease
during the formation of the restitution nucleus . In one of the
monopolar spindles studied, the number of oscillations varied
from several to 92 per single chromosome during a period of
-5 h, after which the spindle became bipolar.
Oscillations with an amplitude of 1 /m and higher are
discussed below . During these oscillations, the average distance
from the kinetochores to the centrosome (i.e ., the radius or
length of the monopolar spindle) decreases at the rate of - 1
Am/h, which is 300-500 times slower than the velocity of the
oscillations. The oscillations executed by centrophilic chro-
mosomes in standard prometaphase were indistinguishable
FIGURE 9 Chromosome oscillations in a monopolar spindle . Micrographs of this cell are in Fig . 7 and the paths of some
chromosomes in Fig . 8. The distance from the stationary center (circle) plotted against time with a chart recorder . The center is,
however, migrating slowly in the southeast direction . This is reflected in the slopes of thecurves after 15 min. The position of arms
of most chromosomes not analyzed is marked by short rods . Chromosomes at the edge of the spindle (G and E) and those close
to the center show less pronounced oscillations . There are long periods (10-23 min forchromosomes C and D) when neighboring
chromosomes oscillate in perfectsynchrony. During this period their kinetochores are close together . Particle P oscillating between
arms of chromosome 8 does not show any correlation with the movements of any chromosome . This graph demonstrates some
transitory synchronyand variability in behavior between different kinetochores . Cell 88/80 . 21 °C .
Average Velocity Average no . of
Ampli-
Jude
Am
Dura-
tion
min
Aver-
age
um/min
Maxi-
mum
oscillations per
chromosome
in 10 min
Standard pro- 2.2 2.0 1 .1 2.8 3.4
metaphase
Monopolar 1 .8 2.1 0 .9 2.3 3.4
spindle
Anaphase 1 .5 1 .7 0 .9 2.2 3.3Chromosome Oscillations during Anaphase
5ym
from those in the monocentric spindle (Figs. 11 and 12) . The
movements of the centrophilic chromosomes become more
complex as they reorient before the start of anaphase (38) .
Single centrophilic chromosomes can approach the centrosome
within 0.8 lum, i .e ., a distance shorter than that seen at the end
of anaphase . These chromosomes in asymmetric spindles hav-
ing two half-spindles of different lengths, as well as those
located in the astral region facing the cell periphery (Fig . 11),
are often nearly motionless or move in synchrony with the
movement of the centrosome (Figs . 11 and 12) . During such
migration, their distance from the centrosome may not change
for several minutes . In contrast, multiple centrophilic chro-
mosomes close to each other usually show pronounced motility .
Similarly, chromosomes located at the periphery of the mon-
opolar spindle (Fig . 9) usually oscillate less than those in the
center among other chromosomes .
Anaphase (single-chromatid) chromosomes are connected to
one pole and are therefore monopolar oriented ; an anaphase
half-spindle is basically a monopolar spindle . Oscillations in
anaphase half-spindles are not as pronounced as those in
prometaphase but show the same characteristics (Figs . 13 and
14) . The main difference between the two is the life-span of
the kinetochore fiber . In the monocentric spindle or anaphase-
like prometaphase the fiber lasts 10-20 times longer than in
anaphase . Oscillations were detected during either bipolar or
multipolar anaphase in at least 80% of the cells examined .
Oscillations occur during nearly the whole period ofmigration,
161.
FIGURE 10 Chromosome oscillations in a monopolar
spindle . The same cell as in Figs . 7-9 . Amplitude (a) and
duration (d ) marked in A . The distance of kinetochores
(K), chromosome arms (A), some particles (P) and in-
clusion (I ) plotted against time . The paths of kineto-
chores, arm ends, etc ., are drawn during the time marked
by arrows in B-D. Measurements on the drawing are
every 40 s, and on the graphs, every 20 s . A shows two
typical behaviors of chromosomes during oscillations :
perfect synchrony between kinetochores and chromo-
some ends (K.-A .) and its lack due to repeated fast
oscillations resulting in slight stretching of the kineto-
chore region with adjacent portion of chromosome arm
(Ka-A b ) . B shows the bending of the chromosome arm
(dotted outline shows this chromosome on the drawing
during maximum bend) when the arm meets stationary
inclusion (I) of unknown origin . The particles (P) show
different mobility and the behavior of chromosomes in
C and D is similar to that of those in A.
with their amplitude gradually decreasing . It should be stressed
that these movements take place in the period of anaphase
during which ends ofthe two sister chromosome groups are no
longer superimposed and are thus not in close contact with
each other (Fig . 13 g-k) . This excludes any temporary sticki-
ness between chromosome groups moving in opposite direc-
tions as a factor in the bidirectional movement. Light micro-
scope studies do not exclude, however, connections by inter-
zonal microtubules . The number of oscillations per chromo-
some during anaphase did not exceed five per chromosome ;
amplitudes in excess of 3 P,m were observed only a few times .
These observations demonstrate that anaphase movements are
not perfectly synchronized and that there is considerable in-
dependence between different chromosomes ofthe same group .
The movements are clearly visible during film projections, but,
due to the crowding of the chromosomes, the kinetochores are
not traceable during the backward phase of the movement in
most of our film records .
DISCUSSION
Monocentric Spindle vs. Half-spindle
The monocentric spindle and the transitory configurations
between monopolar and bipolar spindles are known in litera-
ture (53, 60) . They are a normal feature of differentiation and
meiosis in certain organisms (17, 19, 20, 34, 35, 54) andmay be
induced by a variety of experimental treatments in astral
mitosis (18, 43) and meiosis (50) . The latter report (50) is the
first one in which chromosome oscillations in the monopolar
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FIGURE 11 Movements of centro-
some and centrophilic chromo-
somes in bipolar spindle . (A) The
distance of kinetochores (K, and
K 2 ) and centrosome (C) from an
arbitrary reference point (black tri-
angle in the drawing at 0 time) and
( 8) the distance of the same kinet-
ochores from the centrosome (small
circle in the drawing), plotted
against time . Cross marks the same
position in the frame . The paths of
these chromosome kinetochores
are shown in Fig . 12 . The curves in
A and B demonstrate that the ki-
netochore may follow very closely
the migration of the centrosome
when the distance and presumably 000 0000
￿
the length of the kinetochore fiber
0 00
￿
do not change during a compara-
tively long migration, e .g ., K, in 0-
7 min . The centrosome migrates in
steps interrupted by stationary pe-
riods . Kinetochore K2 reorients at
-17 min and returns to the plate,
whereas K, reorients only at the
time of 65 min . K, is an example of
a single chromosome located be-
tween the centrosome and the cell
periphery . Such chromosomes are
usually nearly stationary with re-
spect to the centrosome (cf . text
and Fig. 9) . Cell 58/80 . 21 °C .
25 MIN
25
~M IN
meiotic spindle were described in living cells . The present
report demonstrates, however, that a monocentric mitotic spin-
dlemay be acommon transitory phase ofnormal prometaphase
in primary tissue cultures ofnewt lung epithelium and that the
behavior of centrophilic (38, 59, 63) chromosomes is the same
in standard prometaphase as in monopolar spindles . The mon-
ocentric spindle discussed here is, therefore, an extreme case of
a centrophilic arrangement with all the chromosomes persist-
ently centrophilic (monopolar) . Such spindles, however, retain
for a long time the capability to become bipolar .
A monopolar prometaphase spindle is, in principle, half of
a bipolar spindle and is similar, inmany respects, to a standard
anaphase half-spindle. Both can migrate long distances and
support chromosome movements towards and away from the
pole. The difference is in the chromosome structure (double-
vs. single-chromatid) and in the duration of these configura-
FIGURE 12 Paths of kinetochores (K) and centrosome (C . The
displacements are marked every minute . The movements of these
chromosomes and centrosome are shown in Fig . 11 . The centrosome
( C) migrates basically along straight lines interrupted by periods of
irregular rocking movements . Kinetochores follow closely its behav-
ior either all the time (K,) oronly part of the time ( Kz) . Chromosome
outlines are drawn by continuous line at the start of measurements
and dotted at the end . This cell formed normal metaphase followed
by anaphase and cleavage . Cell 58/80. 21 °C .FIGURE 13
￿
Oscillations of chromosomes in anaphase . Arrows point to particular region where chromosome oscillations can be
traced on micrographs . All chromosomes execute such oscillations, but they are usually most clearly seen at the edges of
chromosome group . The course of some oscillations is shown in Fig . 14. Time in minutes and seconds after a: b, 95 ; c, 95.30 ; d, 97;
e, 97.30 ; f, 98; g, 98.30 ; h, 99; i, 99.30 ; j, 100 ; k, 102; 1, 115 . Cell 79/80 . 21 °C . Bar in c, 10 gm .
tions . The monocentric prometaphase spindle may support
oscillations 20 times longer than the duration of anaphase .
Oscillations ofMonopolar-oriented
Chromosomes
Two striking features of a monopolar spindle are the contin-
uous chromosome oscillations towards and away from its single
pole and its tendency for migration towards the cell periphery .
Oscillations of monopolar-oriented chromosomes may be a
consequence of attachment to the single pole. This has been
observed not only in tissue cultures (7, 9, 38, 42, 46) but also in
diatoms (58) . Oscillations in the newt epithelium occur in all
stages ofstandard mitosis including anaphase, where they have
been known for a long time (14) although seldom reported
(45). The striking feature of oscillations in prometaphase is
that while the average distance from the pole corresponds to
that in early or mid-anaphase, some chromosomes may tem-
porarily move even closer to the pole than at the end of
anaphase, though they will soon move away from the pole to
A . 5 . BAIER OscillatoryMovementsinMonopolarSpindle
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45FIGURE 14 Oscillations of chromosomes in prometaphase (PM)
and anaphase (A) . The distance from the stationary center at each
pole (approximate position of the centrosome at the start of ana-
phase plotted against time fortwo neighboring chromosomes) . The
upper and lower curves are not for sister chromosomes. Elongation
of the poles is not shown on this graph . (Inset) The distance
between two sister chromosome groups plotted against time . Pro-
metaphase oscillations show the same characteristics as in anaphase
(time0-5and 52-63) . Chromosome in prometaphase moves toward
the pole where it oscillates slightly for -5 min and then reorients
and migrates back to the plate . Lower curve in anaphase shows that
there are transitory periods when neighboring chromosomes move
synchronously . Micrographs of this cell are in Fig . 13 . Cell 79/80 .
21°C.
which they point . Thus, the chromosomal (kinetochore) fiber
does not irreversibly disassemble during prometaphase. Its
ability to support oscillation vanishes rapidly, however, during
the progress of anaphase . The present analysis does not detect
any basic differences between chromosome oscillations in any
stages of mitosis (Fig . 15) . The fact that the duration and
amplitude of single oscillations gradually decrease during an-
aphase is to be expected, because the spindle disassembles
irreversibly at this time. The disappearance of oscillations is
especially striking during the formation of the restitution nu-
cleus when they decrease as rapidly as in later stages of
standard anaphase .
These observations raise questions concerning chromosome
transport and the regulatory factors influencing spindle func-
tion . The major question is: Why instead of a single migration
to the pole do monopolar-oriented chromosomes oscillate in
all stages of mitosis? This fundamental question can, at the
moment, be given only very speculative answers involving the
process of microtubule nucleation, kinetochore activity, and
the regulation of an unknown molecular basis essential to
chromosome movement . The discussion of these points is
beyond the scope of the present paper, but some aspects are
mentioned elsewhere (6, 7, 8) . The avoidance of such discussion
is also prompted by preliminary efforts to determine whether
46
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"Pull-push" Mechanism?
FIGURE 15 Distribution of oscillations in prometaphase (PM),
monopolar spindle (MSP) and anaphase (A). The number of oscil-
lations (vertical axis) plotted as a function of the amplitude (black
blocks) and duration (white blocks) . See Fig . 10 A for explanation of
amplitude and direction . Only oscillations with amplitude of 1 Pm
and higher were measured . The number of oscillations with 1-1
amplitude is the highest, indicating increasing number of oscilla-
tions with much lower amplitude . There is a slight peak of longer
oscillations both in prometaphase and in the monopolar spindle,
less evident in anaphase. Theamplitudeandduration of oscillations
are practically the same in prometaphase and monopolar spindles
and decrease in anaphase . This histogram was plotted partly from
the measurements made directly on the graphs and partly during
frame-by-frame film projection . The numbers of oscillations meas-
ured were as follows : for PM, MSP, and A, amplitudes 102, 102, and
72, and durations 107, 121, and 74, respectively . The measurements
of oscillations in monopolar spindle and anaphase were done on
cells where at least 11 chromosomes could be followed in one
chromosome group .
there is any functional relation between neighboring kineto-
chore fibers . The data provided do not present clear-cut evi-
dence . One is left with the impression of a comparatively
random distribution of oscillations with localized domains in
the spindle in which oscillations are in perfect synchrony .
These preliminary data are most easily explained by lateral
associations (interactions?) between neighboring kinetochore
fibers (5, 6) .
There are two phases in a single oscillatory motion : a
shortening and an increasing of kinetochore-to-pole distance.
EM data (9, 38, 40) indicate that kinetochores are connected to
the poles by straight fibers that end at the kinetochores.
Therefore, during an oscillation the kinetochore fibers both
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2 3 4 MINshorten and elongate. This fact, combined with the absence of
the central spindle fibers from the monocentric spindles, elim-
inates the possibility of sliding along central spindle fibers as
proposed for the bipolar spindle in grasshopper meiosis by
Bilk (12) and, more recently, by Tippit et al. (58). Central
spindle does not exist, however, either in spontaneous mono-
centric spindles in the newt lung epithelium described here or
in those experimentally produced in sea urchin eggs by Pawe-
letz and Mazia (40) and Mazia et al. (33).
The fact that the kinetochore and proximal regions of the
chromosome arms are often stretched during a migration to-
ward a pole suggests that the motion results from a pulling
action by thechromosomal fibers. The backward chromosome
motion in the newt monocentric spindle does not result in
kinetochore deformation. The bending of chromosome arms,
however, is takenas evidence of"pushing"by thechromosomal
fibers. It represents one of the few clear examples of such
activity observed in living cells.' Such bending of chromosome
arms has also been reported by Metz (35, 36) in Sciara and by
Scott (56) in Micromalthus and explained by these authors as
pushing due to an autonomous chromosome migration. Single
movements in the newt last too long and cover distances too
great to be explained by elastic deformation of the spindle
matrix (44) or the recoil of the chromosomes stretched during
theirpoleward phase. Thepossibility oftheexistenceofanother
kinetochore fiber pointing away from the pole, as in the cases
described by Huth from the drawings of Bélaï (13), has also
been excluded (9, 38, 40; J. Mol6-Bajer and A. S. Bajer,
manuscript submitted for publication).
This leaves the possibility that the elongation of the mono-
polarkinetochore fiberpushes the chromosomes. "Pushing" by
microtubules (spindle-fiber microtubules) has been reported
during the breaking of the nuclear envelope (4) and the for-
mation of kinetochore fibers (24). Schrader (53) reviewsseveral
examples on fixedmaterial which arebest explainedby pushing
due to the elongation of chromosomal fibers. Experiments on
astral spindles (10) shift the equilibrium between tubulin-mi-
crotubules toward disassembly, but still permit chromosomal
movements towards the pole. In these experiments, backward
movements cease during an initial phase of low temperature
shock in all stages of mitosis; kinetochore microtubules still
exist, while nonkinetochore microtubules disassemble. Con-
versely, a shift toward assembly might result in a "push" of
chromosomes within the astral spindle (23, 48).
Does assembly, which might result in backward "push,"
occur in anaphase? The formation of new microtubules has
been documented in anaphase of anastral spindle of Haeman-
thus endosperm (8; J. De Mey et al. Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci.
U . S. A., Vol. 79, in press); the importance of anaphase
assembly hasbeen pointed out by Schmit-Bennerand Lambert
(52).It must be stressed, however, that straightforwardevidence
of the relation between assembly and pushing by single kinet-
ochore fibers in anastral spindle does not exist(see Note Added
in Proof). If these observations (8, 10, 19, 23, 48) also apply to
anaphase, then chromosome transport in all stages of mitosis
mayinvolve a "pull/push" principle in both astral and anastral
mitosis of higher organisms.
The directionof chromosome movements in the astral spin-
dle may be determained by a subtle relationship between at
least three factors: the interaction between various types of
' Very slow continuous backward movements have been documented
by Dietz in the meiosis of crane fly spermatocytes. (R. Dietz, 1956,
Habil. Thesis. University of Tubingen, Germany).
spindle fibers (5) (kinetochore/nonkinetochore microtubules),
theirratesofassembly-disassembly (22, 50), and the manner of
kinetochore fiberanchorage. Whatever themechanismofback-
ward movement may be, the kinetochore fibers change length
repeatedly for a long time during prometaphase/metaphase
when chromosomes are double chromatid and for a shorttime
in anaphase when chromosomes are single chromatid.
The occasionally observed synchronous oscillatory move-
ment of neighboring chromosomes is considered as evidence
that one chromosome may influence the behavior of its neigh-
bor. Therefore, each kinetochore fiber may serve, to avariable
extent, as a mechanical support for the other fibers. The
synchronous migration of a kinetochore with the centrosome
when there is a very small distance between them (1 itm) is
considered as evidence that a kinetochore fiber can be tran-
siently but firmly anchored at the centrosomal region in both
prometaphase and anaphase.
Autonomy of the Half-spindle and the Function
of the Central Spindle
The autonomy of half-spindles is most likely anotherimpor-
tant and general feature of mitosis that has gained additional
experimental support through studies on sea urchin eggs (33,
40, 57). Regardless ofwhetherthemigrationofthehalf-spindle
in standard anaphase and migration of prometaphase half-
spindle in anaphaselike prometaphase areanalogous, the pres-
entdata demonstrate that twosister prometaphase half-spindles
with monopolar-oriented metaphasechromosomescanmigrate
over distances longer than anaphase separation. This separa-
tion occurs without any microtubules in the false interzone in
both the newt (J. Mol6-Bajer and A. S. Bajer, manuscript
submitted for publication) and PtK (3, 15) cells. If these
observations apply to other standard astral mitosis, they rule
out an "active" role of the interzone in the spindle elongation
during standard astral anaphase, as suggested by the most
recent sliding hypothesis (Margoliset al [31]). On the contrary,
the presence of microtubules in the interzone slows down
chromosome movements in Haemanthus endosperm (37), newt
(7), and PtK1 (25) cells.
The mechanism of aster migration and the role of kineto-
chores (2, 29) and centrioles in this process are unknown and
invite several speculations (1, 3, 16). Aster migration is well-
documented, e.g., during insect development (51, 61, 62). The
elongation of the spindle in prometaphase was described for
PtKicells (46) andcrane fly spermatocytes(27) and is probably
caused by aster migration. This processis,however, potentially
disruptive during prometaphase. Anaphaselike prometaphase
is a rare event and is prevented by the formation of bipolar
kinetochore fibers. It is evident, therefore, that, during standard
prometaphase, bipolar chromosomal fibers form the spindle,
that pulls and, consequently, holds asters together. The exist-
ence of a central spindle is well-documented in several lower
organisms(21, 26) but, as stressed by Mazia (32),an equivalent
structure has not been demonstrated in astral mitosis and is
not needed to explain the standard mitotic events.
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NoteAddedin Proof .
￿
Rapid polymerization ofpolar (nonkinetochore)
MTs caused by taxol in anaphase of Haemanthus endosperm (Bajer
and W16-Bajer, manuscript submitted for publication) often results in
the stretching and breaking of trailing chromosome arms . Broken
fragments are transported away from the pole, often "riding on the
tips" of elongating MTs . This provides direct evidence for "push" by
rapidly elongating MTs in higher plant anaphase, under these experi-
mental conditions .
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